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ABSTRACT

In this paper we explore the use of language-

independent acoustic models for language identi�ca-

tion (LID). The phone sequence output by a single

language-independent phone recognizer is rescored

with language-dependent phonotactic models approx-

imated by phone bigrams. The language-independent

phoneme inventory was obtained by Agglomerative

Hierarchical Clustering, using a measure of similarity

between phones. This system is compared with a par-

allel language-dependent phone architecture, which

uses optimally the acoustic log likelihood and the

phonotactic score for language identi�cation. Exper-

iments were carried out on the 4-language telephone

speech corpus IDEAL, containing calls in British En-

glish, Spanish, French and German. Results show

that the language-independent approach performs as

well as the language-dependent one: 9% versus 10%

of error rate on 10 second chunks, for the 4-language

task.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents some of our recent research on

automatic language identi�cation (LID) for telephone

speech. Previous work on LID has shown that the

most accurate approaches are based on language-

dependent phone recognizers used in parallel[8, 9]. In

approaches based on the joint acoustic-phonotactic

log likelihood, the identi�ed language is associated

with the model set having the highest score[6, 7, 8, 9],

and the actual phone sequence produced by the sys-

tem is ignored. In contrast, in a purely phonotac-

tic approach, the acoustic scores are ignored and the

phone sequence output from each model set serves as

input to the phonotactic n-gram models[8, 9].

Although parallel architectures appear to be more ac-

curate, they exhibit two important problems: they

need phonetically labeled training data for each tar-

get language,1 and they can require relatively impor-

tant decoding times. An approach based on a single

� THIS WORK WAS PARTIALLY FINANCED BY

A CNET CTI PROJECT.
1In phonotactic approaches, phonetically labeled train-

ing data for each target language is not a requirement, but
the system performs better when labeled data is available
for each of the languages[9].

language-independent phone recognizer reduces these

problems, but the choice of the common phoneme set

is important. This is the main problem we have in-

vestigated in this work. We have also extended our

parallel language-dependent phone recognition archi-

tecture to optimally use both the acoustic and phono-

tactic information for LID[3]. The approaches were

evaluated on IDEAL, a multi-language corpus con-

taining telephone speech in British English, Spanish,

French and German.

2. THE IDEAL CORPUS

The IDEAL corpus is a multi-language telephone

speech corpus designed to support research on LID.

This corpus o�ers several advantages as compared

to other multi-language corpora: it contains a large

amount of speech (about 19 hours per language),

the di�erent languages were collected under the same

conditions, and native speakers were recruited in their

home countries. At present, data have been recorded

for British English, Spanish, French and German.

The IDEAL corpus contains about 300 \matched

calls" for each language (i.e., native U.K., Spanish,

French and German speakers calling from their home

country), and up to 70 \crossed calls" for each lan-

guage (i.e., native French speakers calling from the

U.K., Germany and Spain, and native U.K., Spanish,

and German speakers calling in France). All speakers

called the LIMSI data collection system free of charge,

assuring the same recording conditions for the entire

corpus.

The calling script, slightly modi�ed to �t each lan-

guage and country, was designed to cover a variety of

data types:

� 12 questions to elicit responses: 7 general ques-

tions concerning the call and caller (code, sex,

age, mother language, city name, postal code,

and the �rst digits of their phone number), and 5

prompts asking for times, dates, days of the week

and months of the year (\what time is it now?",

\what is today's date?", \what is the birthday

of someone you know?", etc.).

� 18 items containing prede�ned texts to read (2

newspaper sentences, 2 travel-related sentences,

2 phonetically rich sentences, one information re-

quest, dates, times, spoken and spelled words,
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phone numbers, credit card numbers, spoken

and spelled names, digit strings, addresses, and

money amounts).

� 6 questions aimed at collecting spontaneous

speech (\What is your dream holiday?", \What

type of restaurant do you prefer?", etc.).

250 of the \matched calls" (about 9000 sentences, con-

taining up to 13 hours of speech for each language)

have been used for training material. Two test cor-

pora were de�ned: the IDEAL \matched test" corpus,

including utterances from about 50 \matched calls";

and the IDEAL \crossed test" corpus, with sentences

from up to 50 \crossed calls". The evaluations re-

ported here were carried out on the 6 free spontaneous

speech utterances, as this data is assumed to be the

most representative of the type of data expected in a

real application.

3. THE LANGUAGE-DEPENDENT

APPROACH

Let L = fL1; L2; : : : ; LNg the set of languages to

be identi�ed. The approach based on language-

dependent phone recognition uses a bank of N paral-

lel phone recognizers followed by phonotactic bigram

models (N models per phone recognizer, as shown in

Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the parallel lan-
guage-dependent phone recognition approach to LID.

The incoming test utterance is decoded by all

language-dependent phone recognizers. Phonotactic

constraints, provided by an embedded phonotactic bi-

gram model, are applied during the Viterbi process of

each recognizer. The Li embedded phonotactic model

di�ers from the N phonotactic models (secondary bi-

gram models) used to compute the phonotactic score

of the output of Li recognizer. The embedded bigram

model is trained on the phone transcriptions of the Li
training corpus, where the phone labels are obtained

by forced alignment. The N Li secondary bigram

models are also estimated on the same training data,

but use the output of the corresponding recognizer.

A language-dependent score `i is obtained as the sum

of two terms[3]

`i = logf(~ajLi) +

NX

j=1

1

Tj
logPr(�j jLi) (1)

where ~a is the acoustic representation of the test ut-

terance, Li is a language, �j = f'1; '2; : : : ; 'Tj
g is

the phone sequence output from the Lj phone rec-

ognizer, and Tj is the number of recognized sym-

bols. The �rst term in (1) is the output acoustic log

likelihood (normalized by utterance length) of the Li
phone recognizer. The average log likelihood over all

utterances decoded by this phone recognizer is sub-

tracted from this score to remove any bias between

phone recognizers[9]. The second term in (1) is the

phonotactic score, computed from phone string out-

put by the N phone recognizers. The phonotactic

score is the sum of the corresponding log probabili-

ties (normalized by number of phones in the utter-

ance) for each of the N phone bigram models. The

language with the highest score `i is hypothesized.

The language-dependent phone recognizers

Acoustic models were built for British English, Span-

ish, French and German phones using the IDEAL

training corpus. Each phone of each language-

dependent recognizer is modeled by a 3 state context-

independent CDHMM. The quality of these models

was evaluated on about 200 utterances per language

from the \matched test" subcorpus. The results, in

terms of phone recognition error, are shown in Ta-

ble 1.

Language # of phones Error

English 44 + sil 67.3%

Spanish 24 + sil 48.7%

French 34 + sil 55.7%

German 47 + sil 56.9%

Table 1: Phone recognition results (% error) on 200 ut-
terences per language from the IDEAL \matched test"
corpus, using the given number of phones and the corre-
sponding phone bigrams.

4. THE LANGUAGE-INDEPENDENT

APPROACH

The approach based on language-independent phone

recognition uses one single phone recognizer to la-

bel the speech input. The recognized phone string is

rescored using N phonotactic bigram models[6] (see

Figure 2), and the language providing the highest

log probability is hypothesized. For each language,

the bigrammodel was estimated on the labels output

by the language-independent phone recognizer on the

training data for that language.

Other decoding strategies are possible using a single

set of language-independent acoustic models. This

is the most practical implementation with respect to

decoding and training, in particular to simplify ex-

tension to more languages.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the language-independent
phone recognition approach to LID.

The language-independent phoneme inventory

To obtain the language-independent phoneme set, all

the phones of each of the 4 languages were clus-

tered using an Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering

algorithm[1, 2]. One of the problems associated with

clustering techniques is the choice of a reasonable

similarity (or dissimilarity) measure between samples

(between phones in our application). In previous

work, the dissimilarity measure between phones 'i
and 'j was de�ned as the log likelihood di�erence

of the phone observation sequence ~'i conditioned on

the �i and �j HMMs[4, 5]. In this study, we use a

similarity measure S('i; 'j) which approximates the

a posteriori probability Pr(�ij~'j):

S('i; 'j) = f(~'j j�i)

=

nX

i=1

f(~'j j�i)


(2)

where ~'i, ~'j are the labeled training data correspond-

ing to phone 'i and 'j; �i, �j are the associated

CDHMMs, and n is the number of units to be clus-

tered. The normalization coe�cient  (needed to

compensate for independency approximations in the

models) was empirically determined to be 0.5. We

use a symmetrized version of (2)

Ss('i; 'j) =
S('i; 'j) + S('j ; 'i)

2
(3)

Another important issue is the de�nition of the sim-

ilarity measure between two clusters. This inter-

cluster measure corresponds to the two-phone simi-

larity when there is only one phone per cluster. In

the case of more than one phone per cluster, the sim-

ilarity measure between cluster Ci and Cj is de�ned

as

S(Ci; Cj) =
1

ninj

X

' 2C
i

X

'
0

2C
j

Ss('; '
0

) (4)

where ni and nj are the number of phones in Ci and

Cj respectively.

The hierarchical clustering procedure was applied to

the labeled training data for all 4 languages. The ini-

tial 148 language-dependent phonemes were grouped

into 83 clusters, of which 48 are singletons, that is

each corresponds to a language dependent phoneme.

The remaining 35 clusters contain multiple language-

dependent phonemes as shown in Table 2.

The 48 singletons are distributed across languages

as follows: 15 for British English, 6 for Span-

ish, 9 for French, and 18 for German. These

account for 25% to 40% of the phonemes in

each language. Some examples of these language-

dependent units are: /�/,/S/,/�/ for British English;

Consonants Consonants

En. Sp. Fr. Ge. En. Sp. Fr. Ge.

p p p p { { r r

t t t t z,v { { {

k k k k h { { h

g { g g { \, �̂ { {

{ { b,d { Vowels

b { { b � a a a,�
d { { d i i i i

{ b,d { { { { e e:,e,*
n n n n,�:n =: o = =
m m m m { e � �
{ 7 7 { = { o o

8 { { 8 e�, �,� { { {

Q,dz { { { { u u {

s s s s { { { V,u
f f f f *,e { { {

M { M M =i { { =
` { ` { { { ~a,~c {

{ l l l { { y y

Table 2: Multi-phoneme clusters obtained by agglomer-
ative hierarchical clustering. Each row corresponds to a
cluster, where the language-dependent phonemes are rep-
resented using IPA symbols. The columns correspond to
the source languages, En.: British English; Sp.: Spanish;
Fr.: French; Ge.: German.

/J/,/x/,/Q/ for Spanish, / ~�/, /&/,/�/ for French;

and /�c/,/x/,/]/,/�/ for German.

Of the non-singleton clusters, 22 regroup 62 language-

dependent consonants and the remaining 13 re-

group 38 language-dependent vowels. Only 5 are

purely intra-language clusters (French /b/,/d/; Span-

ish /b/,/d/; English /Q/,/�/; English /z/,/v/; and

Spanish /\/,/̂�/) which correspond mainly to voiced

plosive and fricative sounds. Note that the pair of

sounds /\/,/̂�/ corresponds to a well-known Spanish

problem2. Most speakers pronounce the sound /\/
as /̂�/, which explains why these phone units were

clustered into the same group. Seven clusters group

together the same phone label across the 4 languages:

/p/,/t/,/k/,/s/,/f/ (unvoiced plosives and fricatives),

and /n/,/m/ (nasals). The automatically derived

clusters for the most part correspond to linguistically

similar or identical units.

For the non-singleton clusters, phoneme cluster mod-

els are trained using all the training data labeled

with the corresponding language-dependent labels. A

common silence model was added to the 83 language-

independent model set.

5. EXPERIMENTS

The results of experiments carried out on 5s and 10s

chunks from the IDEAL \matched test" corpus are

given in Table 3. The approach based on language-

dependent phone recognition (using both the acoustic

and the phonotactic scores, LD AP) was evaluated

and compared to results obtained without integra-

tion of the acoustic log likelihood (LD P, called par-

2called \yeismo" in Spanish.



allel PRLM by Zissman[9]). The results show that by

adding acoustic information to the phonotactic score,

a 17% of relative error reduction on 10s chunks can

be obtained (10% of absolute error rate for LD AP

versus 12% of absolute error rate for LD P). Compar-

ing LD AP to results obtained using only the acous-

tic log likelihood (LD A, called PPR by Zissman[9]

and Kwan[6]), a 44% of relative error reduction on

10s chunks was observed. The approach based on

language-independent phone recognition (using the

hierarchically clustered phone set, LI HC) is more ac-

curate than either the LD A or the LD P approaches.

Comparing results to LD AP, only a slight degrada-

tion on 5s chunks was noted; whereas a 10% of relative

error reduction on 10s chunks was obtained.

Approach 5s chunks 10s chunks

LD AP 15% 10%

LD P 22% 12%

LD A 20% 18%

LI HC 18% 9%

Table 3: LID error rates on 5s, 10s \matched test" chunks
for 4-language task. LD AP: language-dependent, acous-
tic and phonotactic model; LD P: language-dependent,
phonotactic model; LD A: language-dependent, acoustic
model; LI HC: language-independent, hierarchicaly clus-
tered phoneme set.

The above approaches were also evaluated on the

\crossed test" subcorpus, as shown in Table 4. A

notable degradation was observed for all approaches,

that can be attributed to the acoustic mismatch be-

tween training and testing conditions, and/or due to

di�erent characteristics of speech from speakers re-

cruited outside of their native-language country. For

example, speakers abroad are more likely to use for-

eign words in their responses than speakers calling

from their native country. The approaches using

phonotactic scores (LD P and LD HC) appear to be

more robust than the approaches based on acoustic

log likelihoods (LD A and LD AP). When the acous-

tic score is used, the error rate is doubled for the

\crossed test". The language-independent approach

(LI HC) has only a small performance degradation

compared to the best language-dependent approach

(LD P): 29% versus 28% on 5s chunks, and 21% ver-

sus 17% on 10s chunks (absolute error rates).

Comparing the results on the two test subcorpora,

the high degradation observed for the LD A ap-

proach (18% versus 41% absolute error rate on 10s

chunks) suggests that the language-dependent phone

recognizers are simultaneouslymodeling the acoustic-

phonetic information and the characteristics of tele-

phone network, despite the use of cepstral mean re-

moval. Thus relatively optimistic results are obtained

in the \matched test" subcorpus, where both the lan-

guage and channel characteristics are the same for

the training and test data, and relatively pessimistic

results are obtained for the \crossed test" data. For

each approach, more realistic error rates are expected

to fall at some point in between these two results.

Approach 5s chunks 10s chunks

LD AP 33% 27%

LD P 28% 17%

LD A 43% 41%

LI HC 29% 21%

Table 4: LID error rates on 5s, 10s \crossed test" chunks
for 4 language task. LD AP: language-dependent, acous-
tic and phonotactic model; LD P: language-dependent,
phonotactic model; LD A: language-dependent, acoustic
model; LI HC: language-independent, hierarchicaly clus-
tered phoneme set.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described a method for auto-

matic language identi�cation using a single language-

independent phone recognizer. A hierarchicaly clus-

tering algorithm was used to group sets of language-

dependent phonemes. The resulting clusters of-

ten correspond to linguistically similar or identi-

cal phonemes of the di�erent languages. Experi-

ments using the IDEAL corpus indicate that the

language-independent approach performs as well as

the best of the other 3 approaches using language-

dependent acoustic models. Moreover, the language-

independent approach o�ers several advantages for

extension to new languages. First, once the language-

independent acoustic model set has been built, there

should be no need for labeled training data, at least

for close languages. Second, the only additional com-

putation needed to add a new language is to label

the training data in order to estimate the phonotactic

model. Third, the decoding time essentially remains

the same when a new language is added.
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